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Prediction of half harmonic generation in stacked Josephson junctions
and Bi2Sr2CaCu2Ox single crystals

Niels Falsig Pedersen
Department of Electric Power Engineering, Technical University of Denmark, DK-2800 Lyngby, Denmark

Shigeki Sakai
Electrotechincal Laboratory, Umezono, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305-8568, Japan

~Received 10 January 2000!

We demonstrate analytically that parametric excitation of certain plasma resonance modes in Bi2Sr2CaCu2Ox

single crystals is possible. The model we use is that of a Josephson stack, and the fundamental mechanism is
that of half harmonic generation in time and space when a threshold of the applied rf signal is exceeded. The
phenomenon is important as a diagnostic tool for the investigation of plasma resonance in Bi2Sr2CaCu2Ox-like
materials, as well as being a basis for making high-Tc high-frequency parametric amplifiers. It has some unique
features of space and time nonlinear behavior.
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The topic of plasma resonance in Bi2Sr2CaCu2Ox
~BSCCO! single crystals has recently attracted a lot
interest.1–9 It is generally agreed that the model for such
system is very similar to that of stacked Josephson junctio
For the theoretical understanding, two different coupli
mechanisms for coupling between layers have been
posed, the charge coupling model2,5–6and the inductive cou-
pling model.10,8–9 In this paper we demonstrate analytica
and numerically within the framework of the inductive co
pling model, that half harmonic generation in stacked
sephson junctions obtained by pumping at a frequency tw
the plasma frequency, is possible. The mechanism we in
tigate here has all the characteristic features of param
subharmonic generation known from small area Joseph
junctions, and thus for example can be utilized to make pa
metric amplifier at several hundred gigahertz with high i
pedance. In addition, of course, the observation or nonob
vation of such an effect may be used as a diagnostic too
distinguish between the different models for BSCCO plas
resonance.

In order to derive the equations for parametric half h
monic generation in the anisotropic layered supercondu
BSCCO a brief discussion of the stacked Josephson junc
plasma resonance in the framework of the inductive coup
model8,9 is necessary.

In Refs. 8 and 9 it was shown that a system
(N11)-superconducting layers havingN coupled Josephso
junctions, hasN different plasma frequencies, of which on
some can be observed with an external rf signal. Amo
thoseN different plasma frequencies, one deserves spe
attention—the so-called in-phase mode plasma freque
For any number of stacksN, this particular plasma frequenc
has the highest value among all the possible plasma freq
cies, and is characterized by having allN junctions oscillat-
ing in phase.8 This mode was derived analytically for th
casesN52, N53 in Ref. 8 and numerically forN@1 in Ref.
9. ForN52 it was demonstrated that for this mode the vo
age of the two junctions were identical and that these v
ages had properties very similar to the single junction ca
This information will be utilized below in deriving the
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~17!/11328~4!/$15.00
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plasma resonance half harmonic generation for theN52
case. By analogy~and proven by numerical simulation! we
will deduce that the phenomenon also exist for largeN.

Figure 1 shows a schematic drawing of a stacked Jose
son junction. As demonstrated in Ref. 10 the general form
the equations for the stacked Josephson system may be
ten in the general form

LJ
2fxx5D~Q2J21IB!, ~1!

wheref, Q, and IB are vectors whosei th components are
the phase differencef ü21 , the dimensionless junction cur
rent Qü21 and the bias currentI B,ü21 of the i th junction.

D is the matrix expressing the inductive coupling, andLJ
and J are diagonal matrices for the Josephson penetra
length and the maximum Josephson current, respectiv
The details of these quantities may be found in Refs. 9
10. Here we will specialize to the case ofN52 and consider
only the in-phase mode defined byf105f215f. For this
case we may write10

2fxxG
21f tt1af t1sinf5h01h rf cos~Vt2Kx!,

~2!

wherex is normalized to the Josephson penetration length
a single junction,lJ

(1)5A\/2em0d8J, time is normalized to

FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of a stacked Josephson junctio
11 328 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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the inverse of the single junction plasma frequencyv0
21

5(\C/2eJ)21/2, a51/Abc, where bc is the McCumber
parameter, bc52eR2CJ/\. G5lJ

(2)/lJ
(1)5c(2)/c(1)

5Ad8/(d81s) where the quantities here have their usu
meaning,10 thus the effective thickness d85d
1l0 coth(t0 /l0)1l1 coth(t1 /l1), and the coupling paramete
s52l1 /sinh(t1 /l1). c(2) is the inphase light velocity and
c(1) is the usual single-junction Swihart velocity,c(2)

.c(1), lJ
2 is the effective two-junction-Josephson penet

tion depth. The normalized bias currenth01h rf cos(Vt
2Kx) consists of a dc parth0 and a time-dependent par
which also has a spatial dependence.

The use of an rf current drive term may not always
justified in a long Josephson junction, where in many ca
the coupling of rf fields takes place through the edges of
junction, i.e., with boundary conditions in Eq.~2!. The use of
an rf current term is justified to be able to use the analyt
results from small junctions. We have tried numerically
use rf magnetic-field boundary conditions instead and fo
the half harmonic generation in roughly the same param
region.

Following the ideas of the much simpler problem of
single small Josephson junction discussed in Ref. 11,
assume a solution for the in-phase mode (f5f105f21)

f5f01f1 cos~Vt2Kx2u!1df, ~3!

where we assumef1!1 anddf!1. For the components a
dc, f0 , and at frequencyV, f1 , we get sinf0>h0 and

f15h rf /$~K2G22V21cosf0!21a2V2%1/2 ~4!

with tanu5aV/(K2G22V21cosf0). Equation~4! has~in un-
normalized units, i.e.,v5Vv0 andk5K/lJ

(1)) a resonance
at

v25v0
2 cosf01~c~2!!2k2, ~5!

i.e., at the plasma resonance for the in-phase mode as
cussed in Ref. 8.

The equation fordf ~i.e., the remaining terms not at dc o
v! may be linearized to the form

dfxxG
21df tt1adf t1cosf0@12f1tanf0

3cos~Vt2Kx2u!#df5F~Vt !. ~6!

Following the methods from Ref. 11 the particular so
tion to the inhomogeneous equation may be disregard
only the full solution to the homogeneous equation obtain
by settingF(Vt)50 is important. Following again Ref. 1
we introduce the substitutions

df5e2az/2
•df8 ~7!

and

2z5Vt2Kx2u, ~8!

and obtain the Mathieu equation12

dfzz8 1@a22q cos~2z!#df850, ~9!

where
l

-

s
e

l

d
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d

a5
4v0

2 cosf0

v22~c~2!k!2 F12S 1

2QD 2G ~10a!

and

2q5
4v0

2 cosf0

v22~c~2!k!2 f1tanf0 ~10b!

with Q5Acosf0/a5v0Acosf0RC. The only difference be-
tween Eqs.~10! and the results from Ref. 11 is thek2 term in
the denominator. The possible values ofk are related to fac-
tors such as the length of the junction and the applied m
netic field and will be discussed below.

The solutions to the Mathieu equation, Eq.~9!, gives rise
to the fundamental half harmonic generation subject to
conditiona51. In the limit (Q@1) this may be expressed a

v25~2v0Acosf0!21~c~2!k!2 ~11!

and

f1 tanf0.2/Q.

Without thek2 term, Eq.~11! just gives the well-known
condition for half harmonic generation11 in a small Joseph-
son junction, when the applied frequency is twice the plas
frequencyv0Acosf0 and the applied rf amplitude is suffi
ciently large.

For the case investigated here the rf voltages not o
have a frequency dependence with a~plasma! resonance, but
also a spatial dependence with a geometric resonance.
fundamental, symmetric spatial resonance hask52p/ l
wherel is the unnormalized length of the junction.

In general a symmetric spatial excitation will contain t
fundamental spatial componentk052p/ l and higher har-
monics. With an applied magnetic field or a spatially no
symmetric current, nonsymmetric components withk5k0/2
will also appear. We will not consider this case here,
though a simple extension of our calculation can be mad

Since from Eqs.~2! and ~8! both time and space appea
we will expect the half harmonic generation to occur at t
spatial resonance withk052p/ l . Since the independent var
able in the Mathieu equation is defined by 2z5Vt2Kx2u
the fundamental spatial resonance is exited from a spa
component withk852k054p/ l . Inserting this in Eq.~11!
we obtain the resonance condition for half harmonic gene
tion in time and space

v254~v0Acosf0!214~c~2!k!2 ~12!

with k52p/ l or equivalentlyv25(2vp)2, wherevp is the
two-junction in-phase plasma frequency8 defined by Eq.~5!.

In addition to Eq.~12!, a threshold in the external r
power must be exceded@the second condition in Eq.~11!#. In
our derivation above, the treatment of the time depende
was more complete than that of the space dependence
note, however, that by including a full treatment of the sp
tial resonances13 the same results could have been obtain
in a formally more correct way. We have not done that
order to preserve clarity.

We note that our results obtained for the in-phase m
with N52 can be generalized toN51 by assumingG51 in
Eq. ~2!. We may also utilize the results of Ref. 8 to the ca
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of the large Josephson stack (N@1) in-phase plasma mode
For this case we must useG25G`

2 5(lJ
`/lJ

(1))25d8/(d8
12s). We assume—supported by numerical simulations
that the parametric half harmonic generation for the in-ph
plasma mode may take place for arbitraryN. Indeed, forN
53 we found numerically half harmonic generation althou
the voltage amplitude of the middle junction is not the sa
as the top and bottom junctions.14

The obtained analytical results have been tested in
merical simulations. In our simulations we have assume
standing wave for the applied rf signal instead of a travel
wave. We note that the standing wave is the result of hav
a superposition of two waves with positive and negativek.
Thus in our simulation we have assumed

h5h01h rf sin~Kx!cos~Vt ! ~13!

with

K5~p/ l !lJ
~1! and 0<x< l /lJ

~1! .

We suspect that we could have introduced the necessak
dependence by having a nonuniform dc bias instead. T
would have introduced the necessary spatial component15

The calculations were typically done in real units wi
parameters corresponding to either lowTc niobium-type
stacks or to high-Tc BSCCO-type stacks. Thus in Fig. 2 th
parameters arel 5200mm, h050.7, the coupling factorS
[s/d8520.79, RC5131010s, andN52, leading tov0

53373109 rad/s, v0Acosf052853109 rad/s, kc(2)5305
3109 rad/s at k52p/ l , vp54173109 rad/s, i.e., vp /v0
51.24, andQ>30.

In Fig. 2 we show for the drive frequency equal to twi
the plasma frequency@Eq. ~12!#, i.e., V52.48, the time de-
pendence off for the in-phase mode (f5f105f21) in the
center and at the edge of the junctions. Figure 2~a! shows a
case just below threshold (h rf50.6) and Fig. 2~b! shows the
case above threshold (h rf51.2). We note that the half har
monic generation is clearly visible. We also note that
simple threshold condition in Eq.~11!, f1 tanf0.2/Q, in
principle cannot be used directly, since the applied rf sig
and the rf voltage varies over the junction. Nevertheless

FIG. 2. f10 andf21 as a function of time atV52.48.f10 and
f21 are perfectly identical with each other (f105f215f). ~a!
h rf50.6 and~b! h rf51.2. The solid curve shows thef variation at
the center of the junctions 1 and 2, and the dotted curve is thf
variation at the edge of the junctions 1 and 2.
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the numerical simulation we can make an estimated spa
average off1 . For Fig. 2~b! we find f1'0.1, in rough
agreement with the threshold condition in Eq.~11!. Also the
smallness conditionf1!1 from Eq. ~3! is clearly satisfied.
Because of the basic properties of the Mathieu equation,
ing exponentially growing solutions in time and space abo
the threshold, the other smallness condition in Eq.~3!, df
!1, is not satisfied above threshold, only below and j
below.11,12

We also note from Fig. 2~b! that at the junction edge, th
generated half harmonic component is completely domin
while at the center, a component of the external drive f
quency may still be seen. The reason for this may be un
stood again from the basic properties of the Mathieu eq
tion. Above threshold spatial excitations of the formekx,
which is most dominant at the edge, will appear. The spa
pattern of the phase~or equivalently the rf voltage! is of
course complicated, and we will not discuss the details h
Figure 3 shows, however, an example of the spatial patte
corresponding to the situations below and above threshol
shown in Fig. 2. The parameters are those of Fig. 2, and
curves correspond to different times during a period of
external drive~the traces are shown for 2 ps time interval!.
We notice from Fig. 3~b!—in accordance with the predictio
of the Mathieu equation—the strong appearance of the h
harmonic spatial component, when compared to Fig. 3~a!.

The parameters used in the simulation correspond to id
tical junctions. We have tried to vary the parameters to h
dissimilar junctions in the stack~typically 10% difference!.
We found that the half harmonic generation was rather
sensitive to such a change. This is, of course, important
an experimental confirmation. In low-Tc niobium stacks and
in bulk BSCCO single crystals a 10% difference should
realistic. In BSCCO thin films the spread may be larger.

We further note that the spatial dependence of the phas
essential, as was also found for the plasma resonance.8 If we
assume a uniform rf drive in Eq.~13!, half harmonic genera-
tion at the plasma resonance, such as that shown in Fig
and 3, is not observed. Only atV51.69,(h rf50.4) corre-

FIG. 3. Spatial dependence corresponding to Fig. 2.~a! h rf

50.6 and~b! h rf51.2. Heref0 is subtracted from all curves.
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sponding to the well knownk50 case11 for small junctions,
half harmonic generation may be observed.

Finally, Fig. 4 shows the threshold region in theV versus
h rf plane for half harmonic excitation at the in-phase sta
plasma resonance defined in Eq.~5!. We note the threshold

FIG. 4. Region of half harmonic generation at the plasma re
nance in theV versush rf plane. Parameters correspond to those
Fig. 2.
v.

n-
k

region is in full qualitative agreement with Eqs.~12! and~13!
and rather similar to that of Ref. 11.

Excitations corresponding to higher order excitations
the Mathieu equation are expected to also exist in Joseph
stacks. The mixture of spatial and frequency resonances
also give rise to new modes. Likewise it is possible that ot
plasma resonance modes than the in-phase modes may
a similar behavior, but we estimate that analytic results
this case are much more difficult to obtain than for the
phase modes.

We have demonstrated analytically and numerically
existence of half harmonic excitations in stacked Joseph
junctions. The phenomenon could offer a possibility to ma
high-frequency~hundreds of Gigahertz! electronic compo-
nents employing the Josephson effect in high-Tc single crys-
tals of the BSCCO type. At the same time the phenome
and its extension to higher-order modes has some nonli
features with coexisting time and space excitations. Ext
sion of our work to other plasma modes and higher dr
levels is likely to reveal a whole new world of space-tim
nonlinear excitations.
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